
Day 1 

A.)  Commit 30 to 60 minutes to 

yourself for the next seven days.  

You can replace a show you watch 

or get up early or stay up late or 

take your lunch hour – whatever 

works for you just make sure you do 

it for the next seven days.   

B.)  For today just take the time to 

be alone and quiet.  You can read.  

You can listen to instrumental mu-

sic.  You can meditate.  You can 

pray.  You can Journal. 

Day 2 

A.) Do some thinking to decide 

and set your intention of what 

you would like to get out of this 

one-week challenge.   

B.) Write your intention down on 

paper.  It very important to use a 

pen and write out your intention.  

Writing helps us to emotionally 

and consciously to commit. 

Day 3 

A.) Give some thought to your life.  Is 

there something you would like to let 

go?  Is there something you would like 

to forgive yourself or someone else?  Is 

there something you are struggling 

with accepting? 

B.) Create an affirmation with the 

words:  Love, Forgive, and Gratitude 

Example:  I love myself for trusting. I 

forgive myself for trusting.  I am grate-

ful for the lessons trust has taught me 

on my divine path. 

C.) Write your Love, Forgive, Gratitude 

affirmation down on paper with a pen. 

Day 4 

A.) Review Day 2 & 3 by reading 

what you wrote. 

B.) Spend the rest of your time 

contemplating what you wrote 

and visualize living what you 

wrote.  Feel free to journal your 

feelings if you feel the urge. 

It is important to use your whole 

committed time.  Allow what’s 

underneath the surface to surface. 

Day 5 

A.) Today focus on being present.  

What does being present mean to 

you?  How could you be more pre-

sent in your day to day living?  Tip 

check out my post on Stay Present, 

Stay Centered, Stay Connected if 

you are wondering what being in 

the present moment means. 

B.) Write down your definition and 

ideas on being present on paper 

with pen. 

C.) Visualize yourself doing what 

you wrote down on the paper. 

Day 6 

A.) Love in Action is done through our 

thoughts, words, and actions. 

B.) What are some ways you could 

change your thoughts, words, and/or 

actions to be more loving?  Write them 

down on paper with pen. 

C.) Pick a time from your past when 

you were not loving.  Visualize yourself 

reliving that event using what you 

wrote to create a different outcome. 

For each of the next six days, during your 30-60 minute alone time  

do the following: (make sure you have some paper and a pen) 

Day 7 

A.) Time to reconnect with the real you.  The you that only you know.  Review 

Day 2 through 6 by reading what you wrote. 

B.) Spend the rest of your time contemplating what you wrote along with time 

spent visualizing in your mind living what you wrote.   

C.) Thank yourself for showing up for each of the seven days and for having the 

courage to be honest with yourself.  Ask yourself how you could let your light 

shine a little brighter in the world? 

D.) Write down what intuitive feelings and thoughts come to you… on paper 

with pen! 

One Week Challenge  

Return to the Awareness 

of All that You Are  


